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Wondershare iPhone Converter Suite is a professional iPhone and iPhone 3G conversion
application that can convert DVD and regular video files to video and audio formats for
iPhone, iPhone 3G, iPhone 3GS with excellent output quality.

This suite program is bundled by Wondershare DVD to iPhone Ripper and Wondershare
iPhone Video Converter. With this powerful iPhone converter suite, you can perfectly rip DVD
and convert video for iPhone, iPhone 3G(iPhone 2.0), iPhone 3G S (iPhone 3.0). Besides,
you can also select DVD subtitle/DVD audio track, trim movie length, crop vide, and adjust
video effects and so on to create your ideal video.

Wondershare iPhone 3G S Converter Suite is the perfect choice to enjoy your DVD movies
and video files on your iPhone 3G, iPod and Apple TV.

Main  Features

Rip DVD to iPhone supported video formats
Rip DVD to iPhone supported audio formats
Rip CSS protected DVD to videos
Rip DVD with all available languages
Convert popular video formats to iPhone
Convert popular audio formats to iPhone
Edit video with unique editing features to trim, crop, adjust effect, add watermark, add
subtitle, etc.
Support for all iPhone model (iPhone, iPhone 3G, iPhone 3GS)
Support for the latest iPhone OS 3.1
Support Windows 7

Key Features

Convert DVD and video to iPhone
Turn DVD movies/video on iPhone and enjoy it on-the-go

Rip DVD to iPhone

Rip DVD to iPhone video mp4, mov and iPhone audio mp3, m4a, wav

Convert video to iPhone

Convert video (including high definition video) to iPhone video mp4, mov and iPhone audio
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mp3, m4a, wav.

Powerful video editing –Trim, Crop, Adjust effect, Capture, Add watermark, etc
Create personalized movie and watch on the iPhone anywhere

Video Trim

Trim your DVD movie or video files to capture and convert your favorite clips.

Video Crop

Crop your movie video to remove black edges from video.

Adjust video effect

Allow you to adjust brightness, contrast, audio etc to get best video effect.

Capture movie screen

Capture your favorite movie screenshots and save them as jpeg or bmp format.

Add watermark

Mark your movies by adding picture or text watermark and adjusting its position, transparence
and size.

Customize output setting

Configure output video/audio settings such as Resolution, Frame Rate, Encoder, Sample
Rate, Bit Rate, etc to produce exactly the video/audio you need for your iPhone.

Easy operation and free technical support
Easier doing and better enjoyment

Easy-to-use

Very simple and friendly user interface that lets you rip DVD or convert video with just a few
clicks.

Free technical support

On-line 7X24 hours e-mail technical support.

Free upgrade

A life time free upgrade after you buy the product. 

Why choose Wondershare iPhone Converter Suite?

Wondershare iPhone Converter Suite can perfectly convert DVD and videos for
playback on iPhone 2.0, iPhone 3G, iPod and Apple TV.
This DVD and Video to iPhone Converter is complete with powerful functions to
optimize your DVD movie.
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With this easy-to-use iPhone 3G Converteris, converting DVD/video to iPhone 3G will
be finished with a few clicks.

What's new of Wondershare iPhone Converter Suite V 4.2.2.0

Support iPhone 3G S Video MPEG-4(*.mp4).
Two real-time preview windows can realize what you see is what you get.
Support adding plug-in subtitles automatically.
Support Live Update function.

System Requirement:

Supported OS     Windows NT4/2000/2003/XP/Vista and Windows 7
Processor     >750MHz Intel or AMD CPU
Free hard disk space     100 MB or more
RAM     256 MB or above
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